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Fig. S1. Number of articles proceeding at each stage of the systematic review.

- Total number of papers identified through the search: 481
- Total number of papers filtered at first pass: 437
- Total number of papers included after first-pass filtering: 43
- Total number of papers filtered at second pass: 41
- Total number of papers included after second-pass filtering: 21
- Total number of papers progressing to data extraction: 11
- Number of papers excluded through de-duplication: 44
- Number of papers excluded after first-pass filtering: 394
- Full texts unavailable: 2
- Number of papers excluded after second-pass filtering: 20
- Number of papers excluded after data selection: 8
- Number of systematic reviews/meta-analyses used for reference explosion: 8

*6 full texts/2 conference abstracts.
*1 paper non-English but references still used in reference explosion.
*No additional texts identified.